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1. Introduction
This is the technical report for our submission to the second Clarity Enhancement Challenge
(CEC2). We submitted six sets of results from different processing strategies, with ID E016, E021,
E022, E035, E037, and E039 respectively.
2. Our proposed system
The diagram of our proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1, which mainly includes an online
speech dereverberation pre-processing, a multi-channel target speech enhancement model for each
ear, a post-processing model, and several linear processing units. The online speech
dereverberation module employs the state-of-the-art (SOTA) rule-based method called online
weighted prediction error (online WPE) [1]. For the multi-channel enhancement model, we use
the causal EaBNet [2], followed by post-processing based on the modified multi-scale temporal
frequency convolutional network with axial self-attention net (MTFAA) [3] or based on the Taylor
superimposition [4].

Figure 1: Block diagram of our proposed system.

Figure 2: Post-processing based on modified MTFAA.

The post-processing module based on the modified MTFAA is illustrated in Figure 2, where
we modify MTFAA by replacing the Main-Net with two dual-path recurrent neural networks
(DPRNNs) [5]. To refine the speech outputted by the multi-channel enhancement model, the
spectrogram of the noisy signal, concatenated with the prior enhanced speech of the left/right ear,
is sent to the modified MTFAA. A Deep-Filter mask [6] is applied to the magnitude of the noisy
spectrum, whose output is added to the magnitude of the multi-channel enhancement output. Then
the compensated magnitude with the phase spectrum of the multi-channel enhancement output is
further processed by a complex ratio mask.

The linear processing includes automatic gain control (AGC), the voice enhancer, and the
hearing loss compensation processing, whose gain is calculated by the revised Prescription of
Gain/Output (POGOⅡ) [7] using the binaural audiograms.

The six systems are listed below. All of them are evaluated using objective metrics. We prefer
E022, E039, and E035 to be evaluated using subjective listening experiments with
hearing-impaired listeners respectively.



• E022: EaBNet_drb + post process (modified MTFAA) + HLC with AGC
• E037: EaBNet_drb + post process (modified MTFAA) + HLC with AGC and voice enhancer
• E039: EaBNet_drb + post process (TaylorBeamformer) + HLC with AGC
• E016: EaBNet_drb + post process (TaylorBeamformer) + HLC with AGC and voice enhancer
• E035: EaBNet_drb + HLC with AGC
• E021: EaBNet_drb + HLC with AGC and voice enhancer
3. Key features
All the modules are implemented and cascaded in the short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
domain, with a 220-sample Hanning window and a 110-sample hop-size at the sampling rate of
44.1 kHz. The total time latency is 220/44100 ms, less than the requirement (5 ms) of this
challenge.
We trained the neural networks in our system only on the core database and did not use the head
rotation data.
4. Experimental result
The average HASPI scores of our six systems on the 2500 samples of the development set are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1: HASPI scores of our six systems.
SYSTEM_ID E021 E035 E016 E039 E037 E022

HASPI 0.696 0.675 0.721 0.701 0.734 0.712
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